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OPEN CLIENTS POLICY                                        
We appreciate and respect our 

partners, thus we run the open 

clients policyBuyer forwarding to 

the “point of sell”, open access 

information about points of sale, 

section “Where to buy?” on the 

official website - these and other 

many tools will assure you to 

work with us.

Business growth
with ENSA products

WE OFFER

INFORMATION, TECHNICAL AND 

ADVERTISEMENT SUPPORT.                                           
We will train your managers «how to 

sale» our products, provide with 

advertising materials and technical 

consultations. We are constantly 

developing and place the advertising in 

the Internet, radio, television, outdoor 

advertising vehicles in all regions at-
tracting clients to our products.

QUALITY GOODS. We produce 
only good quality products 

for your clients. You can be sure in 

loyalty of your cli-
ents toward products

under ENSA trademark. You will not 

only enlarge the assortment of existing 

products but will attract the new buyers, 

as well as will get interested the existing 

ones at the expense of ENSA products.

YOU GET

TO BECOME A REPRESENTATIVE IS EASY!

KNOWLEDGE BASE:
-How to start your business
-Business plan, choosing a pattern of 
ownership, primary consultations of 
accountants
-How to select a staff
-Creating vacancies, performing 
interviews, interview forms
-How to invest money into advertising
-Distribution of advertising budget, 
writing advertising offers, choosing 
advertising vehicles
-How constantly to increase sales
-Consultations by ENSA top 
management, joint seminars, and other 
marketing and advertising tools.

A DEVELOPED MODEL TO 
RUN BUSINESS:
-Opportunity to receive the goods on a deferred
basis
-Opportunity to export the goods to CIS countries
and Europe
-Opportunity to supply the goods to the largest re-
tail networks in your region
-Opportunity to take part in tenders and state 
purchases
-Opportunity to take part in promotion of new 
products, improvement of existing ones
-You have the unique possibility individually to 
order the manufacture or import of products, 
which is absent in ENSA range
-Working drop shipping

TRADEMARK AND 
OTHER MARKETING 
TOOLS:
-Right to use the trademark to sell products 
in the territory of Ukraine, CIS countries 
and Europe
-Advertising materials
-Efficient kinds of advertising that bring 
the profit
-Assistance in establishment of sales 
department
-Forwarding clients from ENSA advertising 
vehicles

DROPSHIPPING - Customer chooses a commod-
ity, executes a purchase and makes the payment. 
Having received the money for commodity, 
an owner of the shop transfers a certain 
amount to a supplier, after that a supplier 
sends an order to a buyer. The earnings 
of a shop’s owner are the difference 
between a distribution cost and a value 
of purchase

i
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Principles

Mission

Goals
To make and to present the good 
quality products of Ukrainian 
manufacture in the segment of 
climatic equipment to the world 
market .

Stability
Responsibility
Honesty
Punctuality
Acuracy and
cordinated actions

To develop concepts of energy 
saving, rationality and efficiency.

To provide the comfort and heat in 
each house.
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ENSA - energy saving

E f f i c i e n c y 
indetails

The humankind, being in the circulation 
of business and personal

affairs, rarely think, from where 
appears the water in the mains, gas 

in the gas cooker, electricity in the sockets, heat in the house or fuel 

in the car tank. But it often and often wonders how to save these 

resources as the natural resources with every year become less and 

less and their cost relentlessly grows. The answer to the questions is 

as a rule “on the surface” - rational use. Many of modern equipment 

allows using the resources properly, for example: hybrid car engines 

that allow saving the fuel, economic plumbing taps that give a lesser 

amount of water and electric energy, as well as heating systems, 

Future in
rationality 
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750W
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750W

500W

500W

500W

MODELS

C500
Dimensions -500х750х80мм

Main heating- up to 10 sq.m 

Heating type - Convection+Infrared 

Surface to  - 85 +/- 5 Co

Installation type - Wall mounted+Freestaanding

Thermostat -Built-in

Infrared panelheaters

The package, appearance, color of products 

may be changed by manufacturer without 

additional notice.

Р500
Dimensions -500х750х50 мм

Main heating- up to 10 sq.m 

Heating type - Convection+Infrared 

Surface to  - 85 +/- 5 Co

Installation type - Wall mounted

Thermostat -Required external

Р500T
Dimensions -500х750х50 мм

Main heating- up to 10 sq.m 

Heating type - Convection+Infrared 

Surface to  - 85 +/- 5 Co

Installation type - Wall mounted

Thermostat -Built-in

Р750
Dimensions -500х1000х50 мм

Main heating- up to 15 sq.m 

Heating type - Convection+Infrared 

Surface to  - 85 +/- 5 Co

Installation type - Wall mounted

Thermostat -Required external

Р750T
Dimensions -500х1000х50 мм

Main heating- up to 15 sq.m 

Heating type - Convection+Infrared 

Surface to  - 85 +/- 5 Co

Installation type - Wall mounted

Thermostat -Built-in

C750
Dimensions -500х1000х80мм

Main heating- up to 15 sq.m 

Heating type - Convection+Infrared 

Surface to  - 85 +/- 5 Co

Installation type - Wall mounted+Freestaanding

Thermostat -Built-in

220V/50Hz 6
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P500E, P750E
New functionality capabilities of 

models will allow temperature 

fine-tuning and operating 

schedule of heater. Special 

connectors allow connecting 

several additional heaters, join 

them into the network and 

easily controlling using one 

remote control

Digital thermostat
Fine temperature tuning, setting on/off by 

time, per each day per model individually. 

Display backlight will allow to check 

temperature or to set the operation in 

remote mode, even in the darkness.

ENSA P500E and P750E models will help to automate a heating system, as well as to 
make the assembly of  the system maximally simple without external devices, accord-
ingly to reduce installation services costs.

     NEW IN   2014-2015

+
Remote control
To turn the system on/off, to set up 

heaters, to decrease or to increase the 

temperature - all that can be made 

without approaching to the heater using 

a remote control.

+

+
Two additional heaters 
connection possibility                                  
Perfect solution for premises, where it is 

necessary to apply several heaters at the 

same time.

WHATS NEW?

NEW POSSIBILITIES!

P750E                             +    P750                     +      P750
= HEATING SYSTEM WITH DIGITAL CONTROL    
There is an application example. 2 additional units of P750model  are connected to P750E model

P500, P750, P750G, P900G models are compatible with P500E  and P750E models.

HOW TO APPLY?

+10%
of saving

Additionl saving against mechanical thermostat

*

+5
new features

TOUCH 
SCREEN
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P900G
HOW TO APPLY?
-Into armstrong ceiling system
-Ceiling
-To the wall (vertically and
horizontally)

Specifications:
Voltage: 220 (230) V
Power: 950 (1000) W
Dimensions: 600х1200х35mm
Heating area: up to 18m2
Volume: up to 54m3
Installation: wall, ceiling, roof mountHow to connect?

Re
fe

re
nc

e 
da

ta
:

Option No.2: 
Connection into a 
group to external 
thermostat

Option No.1: 
Connection to 
socket 
thermostat

i
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 CHROME
      ACCESSORIES
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VISIO series of ENSA heaters with design accent. Clear transparent glass and chrome accessories combination will give you appearance of ele 
-gance and lightness. VISIO transparent glass heater is 8 mm in thickness - it is thinnest* heater. It will give you heat and you will not even see 
it...

P750G-VISIOCRE-
ATIVE
DE-
SIGN

8mm

700W

600x900

14m2

 CHROME
      ACCESSORIES

    THE TH INNEST
HEATER
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3600 view  
Visit our web site www.ensa.com.ua and esti-
mate ENSA products in 3600view. The details 
will not be left unnoticed.

ENSA heaters
application

DESIGN
It is intended to be 
maximally ascetic. 
Absence of additional 
elements will allow 
entering a heater into 
any interior

www.ensa.com.ua

ENSA products were designed taking into 

consideration many factors that influence on 

application in residential or commercial premises. 

The dimensions werecalculated in such a way that

ENSA heaterscan be appliedalmost in all standard 

niches for radiators. If a niche is not anticipated, or 

it is rather small for  installationof one ofENSA 

heater, it is not a problem becausethe thickness of 

wall mount panel heaters varies from 3.5 cmto 5 cm.

Consequently the heaterwill not create any physical 

or visual obstacles.The installation will not take much 
time and money. Also it doesn’t require special equipment because in order to install the heater it will be enough only four hard components. The load 
on distributed network is minimized and there in no necessity to improve it. For example: In order to heat a room of 10 m2 P500T model or C500 model 
with the power of 500W will be used. The power of these models is 4-5 times less than the power of an electric kettle (2,000-2,500W).
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INMOTION
       FREEDOM

 generally& 
indetails

Дарите правильное тепло вашим 
близким

E CO L       GICAL

YOU set the rules.
Individual temperature for        
each room

 COMFORT AND COZINESSNESS

Move, carry, turn round - 
do everything for your 
comfort!
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PANELHEATERS| FOGGING SYSTEMS| FANS| MOSQUITO TRAPS

www.ensa.com.ua
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